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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Depth
The concept of ordinary depth has its origins in von-Neumann algebras, see [19]. Later depth was studied
in the fields of Hopf algebras and Frobenius algebras. The investigation of depth for group algebras
started around 2008. First only the notion of depth 1 and 2 was defined in [6] and in [5], respectively.
Let us illustrate, what depth 1 and 2 mean for complex group algebras. Let H be a subgroup of G. We
say that the group algebra CH has depth 1 in CG (d(CH,CG) = 1) if CG is a direct summand of a
direct power of CH as CH −CH-bimodule. Further, CH has depth 2 in CG, if CG⊗CH CG is a direct
summand of a direct power of CG as CG-CH-bimodule. It was very interesting to see that the depth
2 property can be characterized in an algebraic way, namely it is equivalent to H being normal in G.
For the definition of depth for general n ∈ N, see Chapter 2. The ordinary depth d(H,G) of the group
inclusion H 6 G is the depth of the group algebra inclusion CH ⊆ CG.
In [8] the notion of combinatorial depth dc(H,G) of the group inclusion H 6 G was defined. It was
shown that d(RH,RG) ≤ dc(H,G) ≤ 2|G : NG(H)| for every finite group G and for every nontrivial
commutative ring R. Thus for a finite group, the combinatorial depth is always finite and it is an upper
bound for the ordinary depth. This area in intensively studied, both in the group algebra case and in the
general context, see [4], [5], [6], [8], [7], [11], [14], [15], [16], [22], [29], [30] and [31]. We will study, whether
the depth of some subgroups in a class of groups can be bounded by some constant independent of the
size of the group. In [4, Question. 5.4, Ex. 5.5, Prop. 5.6, Rem. 5.7] Boltje, Danz and Külshammer
showed that

dc(×p−1C2 , C2 o Cp) = d(×p−1C2 , C2 o Cp) = 2p− 1

for every prime p, on the other hand dc(×p−1C2 , ×pC2) = d(×p−1C2 , ×pC2) = 1 and dc(×pC2 , C2 o
Cp) = d(×pC2 , C2 oCp) = 2. Thus the depth does not have transitive property. In these examples some
maximal subgroups have constant depth independent of the group order, but not the non-maximal ones.
However, in some other examples also non-maximal subgroups can have bounded depth independent of
the group order. For example if H is an abelian Sylow subgroup in G, then by Brodkey’s Theorem there
exists an element g ∈ G such that CoreG(H) = H ∩Hg. Hence d(H,G) ≤ 4 by Theorem 2.1. Further
examples for subgroups with bounded depth can be the normal subgroups (depth 2) and TI subgroups
(depth 3).

Our next observation is that in a certain class of group not every maximal subgroup has bounded
depth, which is independent of the size of the group. Consider Sn, which is maximal in Sn+1 and
dc(Sn, Sn+1) = d(Sn, Sn+1) = 2n− 1 (see [4, Prop. 5.1]). Beside [4], the depth in symmetric groups was
examined in [11] and in [14].

On the other hand, Fritzshe proved that the depth of the maximal subgroups in PSL2(q) is at most
5 ([15, Thm. 2.22]). Accordingly, we choose as a topic for our investigation the Suzuki groups Sz(q),
which are also Zassenhaus groups, similarly to PSL2(q) (for even q). We determined the ordinary and
combinatorial depth of the maximal subgroups of Suzuki groups Sz(q), (see Theorem 2.4 and Corollary
2.5), which turned out to be independent of the parameter q. Weakening the definition of Zassenhaus
groups leads to a wider class, namely to the class of Ree type groups, including Ree groups 2G2(q). As
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in the previous case we determined the ordinary and combinatorial depth of the maximal subgroups.
These are again independent of the parameter q. For more details see Theorem 2.7.

1.2 Vanishing properties of characters
We say that an irreducible character of a finite group vanishes on a conjugacy class or on an element,
if it has zero value on it. In the literature zeros of characters are widely investigated, see e.g. [1], [3],
[10], [12], [13], [28], [17], [18], [27], [36], [40], [41], [42], [45], [50], [51], [52], [53], and [54]. Our aim
was to compare three lower bounds on the number of vanishing elements in a group given by Gallagher
(Thm. 3.1), Chillag (Thm. 3.3) and Wilde (Thm. 3.7). Further, we investigated a conjecture by Wilde
(Conj. 3.6). Since some of the estimates were originally formulated for conjugacy classes, from the above
mentioned bounds we formulated three estimates for conjugacy classes and three estimates for group
elements, respectively.

We introduced for these estimates the following notation: the upper index (G or C) indicates if the
estimate is for group elements or for conjugacy classes, respectively. The lower index is one of Ga,Ch,W ,
which refers to the name of the person whose theorem is used.

We proved that the estimates for vanishing group elements: EG
Ga, E

G
Ch, E

G
W and for vanishing conju-

gacy classes EC
Ga, E

C
Ch, E

C
W have the property that for each ordered pair from both sets there is a finite

group having an irreducible character such that the second estimate is better than the first one. We
determined the smallest such group, see Theorem 3.9.

Wilde published a Conjecture (see 3.6), which says that if the order of g ∈ G does not divide |G|/χ(1)
for some χ ∈ Irr(G), then χ(g) = 0. He proved that for solvable groups, and he also mentioned it is true
for the symmetric groups. We proved that this Conjecture holds for symmetric groups (for the sake of
selfcontainedness), for Suzuki groups (Thm 3.21) and for Ree groups (Thm 3.23). Since in these special
cases the above results are stronger than Wilde’s theorem, we may use them to get further estimates,
denoted by EC

Co and by EG
Co. We remark that for the Suzuki groups the converse of the Conjecture also

holds, however for Ree groups the converse is false.
In Section 3.1 we consider symmetric groups. We examine which estimate is better than the other

for infinitely many irreducible characters. Our main Theorems are 3.18 and 3.19.
In Sections 3.2, 3.3 we present the character tables of Suzuki and Ree groups and compute both the

exact numbers and the estimates for the number of vanishing conjugacy classes and vanishing group
elements. We have found that for these groups the estimates from the Conjecture are the best for every
irreducible character.

1.3 Expansiveness
We say that a finite group G is conjugacy expansive if for any normal subset S and any conjugacy class
C of G the normal set SC consists of at least as many conjugacy classes of G as S does. Halasi, Maróti,
Sidki and Bezerra have shown that a group is conjugacy expansive if and only if it is a direct product of
conjugacy expansive simple or abelian groups.

By considering a character analogue of the above, we say that a finite group G is character expan-
sive if for any complex character α and irreducible character χ of G the character αχ has at least as
many irreducible constituents, counting without multiplicity, as α does. We take some initial steps in
determining character expansive groups. Our conjecture was that a group is character expansive, if and
only if it is a direct product of abelian or character expansive simple groups. One direction we showed
in Theorem 4.3, namely the direct product of abelian or character expansive simple groups are character
expansive. For the other direction we showed that a minimal counterexample, i.e. a minimal character
expansive group, which is not a direct product of abelian or character expansive simple groups, has a
unique minimal normal subgroups, which is abelian and noncentral, see Theorem 4.5.
As the corollary of Theorem 4.1 we get that the symmetric groups (n > 4) are not character expansive.
Furthermore, using Mathematica programs ([38]) we showed that the Suzuki groups and the Ree groups
are character expansive. The exact program codes one can find in [43].
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Chapter 2

Depth

We say that the depth of the group algebra extension CH ⊆ CG is 2n if CG⊗CH · · ·⊗CH CG (n+1-times
CG) is isomorphic to a direct summand of ⊕ai=1CG⊗CH · · ·⊗CHCG (n times CG) as CG−CH-bimodules
for some positive integer a. Furthermore CH is said to have depth 2n + 1 in CG if the same assertion
holds for CH −CH-bimodules. Finally CH has depth 1 in CG if CG is isomorphic to a direct summand
of ⊕ai=1CH as CH − CH bimodules.
The depth is an ascending property, namely if the group algebra CH 6 CG has depth n, then it also has
depth n+ 1, n+ 2 and so on. Accordingly, in the literature depth is mostly identified with the minimal
depth and further we also will use this concept.
The depth of a group algebra inclusion CH ⊆ CG is called the ordinary depth of H in G, which we
denote by d(H,G). This is well defined.

The corollary of the following theorem is that the subgroup, which is a TI set in G, has depth 3 in G.

Theorem 2.1. [8, Thm 6.9] Suppose that H is a subgroup of a finite group G and N = CoreG(H) is
the intersection of m conjugates of H. Then H has ordinary depth ≤ 2m in G. If N ≤ Z(G) then
d(H,G) ≤ 2m− 1.

The notion of combinatorial depth was defined in [4]. We remind the reader to the basic definitions,
results and notation on combinatorial depth. Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G. To define the
combinatorial depth of H in G, we need some facts about bisets.

Let J,K,L be finite groups, let X be a (J,K)-biset, let Y be a (K,L)-biset. Then X × Y will be a
(J, L)-biset. The groupK also acts onX×Y by k·(x, y) := (xk−1, ky) for x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, k ∈ K. The set of
K-orbits of this action is denoted by X×KY . This set also inherits a (J, L)-biset structure. Let Θ1(H,G)
be the (G,G)-biset G, using left and right multiplication of G on itself. Let Θi+1(H,G) := Θi(H,G)×HG
for i ≥ 1. We denote by Θ′i(H,G) the set Θi(H,G) considered as an (H,H)-biset. We denote by Θl

i(H,G)
and Θr

i (H,G), the set Θi(H,G) considered as an (H,G)-biset or (G,H)-biset, respectively. Furthermore,
Θ′0(H,G) := H, as an (H,H)-biset. The subgroup H is said to be of combinatorial depth 2i in G if
natural numbers a1, a2 exist such that Θr

i+1(H,G) is a direct summand of a1 ·Θr
i (H,G) for some i ≥ 1

and Θl
i+1(H,G) is a direct summand of a2 ·Θl

i(H,G), respectively. Moreover H has combinatorial depth
2i + 1 if Θ

′
i+1(H,G) is a direct summand of a · Θ′ i(H,G) for some natural number a. The minimal

combinatorial depth dc(H,G) is the smallest positive integer i such that H has combinatorial depth i in
G. This number is well defined.

Both for combinatorial and ordinary depth, dc(H,G) ≤ 2 (or d(H,G) ≤ 2) if and only if H is
normal in G. By [4, Remark 4.5], the ordinary depth does not change if we replace the complex number
field by any field of characteristic zero, and the ordinary depth d(H,G) is bounded from above by the
combinatorial depth dc(H,G).

Let us denote byHx := x−1Hx andH(x) = H∩Hx, furthermoreH(x1,...,xn) := H∩Hx1∩. . .∩Hxn , for
x, x1, . . . , xn ∈ G. Let Ui := Ui(H,G) := {H(x1,...,xi)|x1, . . . , xi ∈ G} and U∞ := U∞(H,G) := ∪i≥0Ui,
where U0 := {H}. In [4] the following characterization of combinatorial depth dc(H,G) is proved:
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Theorem 2.2. [4, Thm 3.9] Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G and let i ≥ 1. Then:

(i) dc(H,G) ≤ 2i ⇔ Ui−1 = Ui ⇔ Ui−1 = U∞ ⇔ for every x1, . . . , xi ∈ G, there exist some
y1, . . . , yi−1 ∈ G with H(x1,...,xi) = H(y1,...,yi−1).

(ii) Let i > 1. Then dc(H,G) ≤ 2i − 1 ⇔ for every x1, . . . , xi ∈ G there exist some y1, . . . , yi−1 ∈ G
with H(x1,...,xi) = H(y1,...,yi−1) and x1hx−11 = y1hy

−1
1 for all h ∈ H(x1,...,xi).

(iii) dc(H,G) = 1 ⇔ for every x ∈ G there exists some y ∈ H with xhx−1 = yhy−1 for all h ∈ H ⇔
G = HCG(H).

2.1 Depth in Suzuki groups
Zassenhaus groups are doubly transitive permutation groups without any regular normal subgroups,
where any non-identity element has at most two fixed points, and there are elements with exactly two
fixed points. Accordingly to a well known of Feit, see [25, Thm. 6.1 in Ch. XI], the degree of a
Zassenhaus group is always q1 + 1, where q1 is a prime power. For even q1, there are two series of such
groups, PSL(2, 2m) and Sz(22m+1). Suzuki proved that these are all the Zassenhaus groups for even q1.
See e. g. [46, 47]. The Suzuki groups can also be defined as subgroups of GL(4, q), see e.g. [25, Ch XI.
p. 182] and these are also twisted simple groups of Lie type 2B2(q) for q ≥ 8. The group Sz(2) is not
simple, it is a Frobenius group of order 20. Suzuki also determined the subgroups of the Suzuki group.

Theorem 2.3 (Suzuki). Let G = Sz(q), where q = 22m+1(= 2r2), for some positive integer m. Then G
has the following subgroups:

1. the Hall subgroup NG(F ) = FH, which is a Frobenius group of order q2(q − 1).

2. the dihedral group B0 = NG(H) of order 2(q − 1).

3. the cyclic Hall subgroups A1, A2 of orders q + 2r + 1, q − 2r + 1, respectively, where r = 2m and
|A1||A2| = q2 + 1.

4. the Frobenius subgroups B1 = NG(A1), B2 = NG(A2) of orders 4|A1|, 4|A2|, respectively.

5. the subgroups of the form Sz(s), where s is an odd power of 2, s ≥ 8, and q = sn for some positive
integer n. Moreover, for every odd 2-power s, where sn = q for some positive integer n, there exists
a subgroup isomorphic to Sz(s).

6. Subgroups (and their conjugates) of the above groups.

Using series of Proposition we determined the combinatorial and the ordinary depth of the maximal
subgroups in a Suzuki group.

Theorem 2.4 (Héthelyi, Horváth, P [24, Thm. 4.1]). Let us list the representatives of con-
jugacy classes of the maximal subgroups of the Suzuki group G = Sz(q). By Theorem 2.3 these are
the following: NG(F ), B0 = NG(H), B1 = NG(A1), B2 = NG(A2) and G1 ' Sz(s) for maximal s
such that st = q for some positive integer t > 1. The combinatorial depths of these subgroups are
dc(NG(F ), G) = 5, dc(B0, G) = 4, dc(B1, G) = 4, dc(B2, G) = 4, and dc(G1, G) = 4.

Corollary 2.5 (Héthelyi, Horváth, P [24, Cor. 5.1]). The ordinary depth of all sub-
groups of G = Sz(q) mentioned in Theorem 2.4 is 3 except for d(NG(F ), G) which is
5.
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2.2 Depth in Ree groups
Let q = 32n+1, where n > 0. Ree groups can be defined in various ways. These are twisted simple groups
of Lie type 2G2(q), see [9, p. 43]. Here we present the maximal subgroups of G. For further information
about Ree groups, see [25, XI. 13.2],[32], [34],[35],[49] and [55][Lem. 2, Lem. 3]

Theorem 2.6 (Kleidman). Let G = R(q) be a Ree group with the parameter q = 32n+1 = 3m2 > 3.
Then G has the following maximal subgroups:

1. the subgroup NG(P ), where P is a 3-Sylow subgroup;

2. the subgroups NG(M±1), where M±1 ∈ Hallq±3m+1;

3. the subgroup NG(M), where M ∈ Hall(q+1)/4;

4. the centralizer of an involution CG(i)

5. the subgroups of form R(q0), where qp0 = q and p prime;

6. conjugates of the above groups.

Using series of Propositions and Lemmas we determined the combinatorial and ordinary depth of the
maximal subgroups in a Ree group.

Theorem 2.7 (Héthelyi, Horváth, P [23]). Let G be a Ree group R(q), where q = 32n+1 and
n ≥ 1. The ordinary and combinatorial depths of the maximal subgroups in G are the following:

• dc(NG(P ), G) = d(NG(P ), G) = 5,

• dc(NG(M1), G) = dc(NG(M−1), G) = 4,

• d(NG(M1), G) = d(NG(M−1), G) = 3,

• dc(NG(M), G) = dc(CG(i), G) = 6,

• d(NG(M), G) = d(CG(i), G) = 3, and

• dc(G0, G) = 4, d(G0, G) = 3.
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Chapter 3

Vanishing properties of characters

Let G be a finite group and χ one of its complex irreducible characters. We say that an element g is
vanishing with respect to χ, if χ(g) = 0. Our aim is to investigate and compare lower estimates for the
number of vanishing conjugacy classes or elements. The first well-known result is due to Burnside (see
[26, Thm. 3.15]), which states that every nonlinear irreducible character of a finite group vanishes on
some element of the group. We constructed three estimates for the number of vanishing conjugacy classes
and three for the number of vanishing elements of a fixed irreducible character of the group, respectively.
We used the results of Chillag 3.3, Gallagher 3.1, and Wilde 3.7 to construct these lower bounds.

We introduce the following notations. Denote by nG(χ) and nC(χ) the number of vanishing group
elements and conjugacy classes of χ, respectively, i.e.,

nG(χ) = |{g ∈ G | χ(g) = 0}| and nC(χ) = |{C ∈ Cl(G) | χ|C = 0}|.

Gallagher improved the result of Burnside as follows; see [26, Thm. 3.15].

Theorem 3.1 (Gallagher [17, Thm. 4]). For every irreducible character χ of a finite group, we have

nG(χ) > (χ(1)2 − 1)|Z(χ)|,

where Z(χ) is the center of χ. If |χ| takes only the values 0, 1, and χ(1), then equality holds.

Let us introduce the notation EG
Ga(χ) = (χ(1)2 − 1)|Z(χ)|.

Remark 3.2. There are infinitely many groups where nG(χ) = EG
Ga(χ) for some nonlinear irreducible

character χ. An example is the case of groups of nilpotency class 2, see [26, Cor. 2.30, Thm. 2.31].

Let us recall the following result.

Theorem 3.3 (Chillag [10, Thm. 1.1]). Let G be a finite non-abelian group such that G 6= G′ and χ
a non-linear irreducible character of G. Then one of the following holds:

(i) G has an element x such that |CG(x)| 6 2nC(χ). In fact, one can choose such an x from any
conjugacy class of maximal size among the classes on which χ vanishes.

(ii) φ = χG′ ∈ Irr(G′) and φG = χ
∑
{λ | λ ∈ Irr(G), λ(1) = 1}. Furthermore the set {χλ | λ ∈ Lin(G)}

consists of exactly |G : G′| extensions of φ, which are all the extensions of φ. In particular, φ is
not linear and G′′ 6= 1.
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We can use this theorem to give a lower bound for nC(χ). This lower bound will be denoted by
EC
Ch(χ), which is given by

EC
Ch(χ) =


0, if χ linear,
min{x∈G | χ(x)=0} d|CG(x)|/2e, if G 6= G′ and χG′ /∈ Irr(G′),

1, otherwise.

Let us consider the case where EC
Ch(χ) = 1.

Proposition 3.4 (P [44, Prop. 2.4]). Let G be a finite group with G 6= G′, and let χ ∈ Irr(G) be
nonlinear and χG′ /∈ Irr(G′). Let EC

Ch(χ) = 1. Then nG(χ) = |G|
2 and nC(χ) = 1. Moreover, G is

a Frobenius group with a complement of order 2.

Suppose we know the sizes of the conjugacy classes of G. Then, using EG
Ga(χ), we can construct

another lower bound for nC(χ). This lower bound will be denoted by

EC
Ga(χ) = min{|J | | J ⊆ I,

∑
j∈J
|Cj | > EG

Ga(χ)},

where Cl(G) = {Ci}i∈I .

Similarly, from EC
Ch(χ) we can construct a lower estimate EG

Ch(χ) of nG(χ). If we use the result of
Proposition 3.4, as well as the fact that χ cannot vanish on Z(G), then we obtain

EG
Ch(χ) =



0, if χ is linear,
|G|
2

,
if EC

Ch(χ) = 1, G 6= G′,
and χG′ /∈ Irr(G′),

minJ⊆I{
∑
j∈J |Ci| |

Cj ∈ Cl(G), Cj * Z(G) and |J | = EC
Ch(χ)}, otherwise.

We remark that, if χG′ ∈ Irr(G′), then EG
Ch(χ) is the size of the smallest non-central conjugacy class.

Before formulating the lower bound by Wilde, we mention the following fact.

Theorem 3.5 (Brauer, Nesbitt [26, Thm. 8.17]). Let χ ∈ Irr(G) and suppose p - |G|χ(1) for some
prime p. Then χ(g) = 0 whenever p | o(g).

This is equivalent to saying that, whenever χ(g) 6= 0, then the squarefree part o(g)0 of o(g) divides
|G|
χ(1) .

In [50, Conj. 1.1], Wilde proposed the following conjecture.

Conjecture 3.6 (Wilde). Let G be a finite group. Furthermore, let χ ∈ Irr(G) and g ∈ G, and suppose
that χ(g) 6= 0. Then o(g) divides |G|χ(1) .

Wilde proved in [50] that Conjecture 3.6 holds for solvable groups, and he mentioned that it is true
also for Sn, which we proved for the sake of selfcontainedness. We also showed that the Conjecture is
true for Suzuki groups and Ree groups, see Proposition 3.21 and Proposition 3.23.
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Consequently we can use Burnside’s Theorem (see [26, Thm. 3.15]) and this Conjecture to give two
other lower estimates for nG(χ) and nC(χ), for a nonlinear, irreducible character χ of a symmetric
group or a Suzuki group or a Ree group:

EG
Co(χ) = max

{∣∣∣∣{g ∈ G | o(g) -
|G|
χ(1)

}∣∣∣∣ , min
C∈Cl(G),|C|6=1

|C|
}
,

EC
Co(χ) = max

{∣∣∣∣{C ∈ Cl(G) | o(g) -
|G|
χ(1)

for all g ∈ C
}∣∣∣∣ , 1} .

For linear characters, we define EG
Co(χ) = EC

Co(χ) = 0.

Wilde proved the following partial result.

Theorem 3.7 (Wilde [50, Thm. 2.1]). Let χ be an irreducible character of G and g ∈ G a group
element with χ(g) 6= 0. Then o(g)o(g)0 | ( |G|χ(1) )

2 and o(g)3 | |G|
3

χ(1)2 .

We use Theorem 3.7 and Burnside’s theorem, see [26, Thm. 3.15], to give lower estimates for nG(χ)
and nC(χ), which we will denote by EG

W (χ), EC
W (χ), respectively:

EG
W (χ) = max

{∣∣∣∣{g ∈ G | o(g)o(g)0 -
|G|2

χ(1)2
or o(g)3 -

|G|3|
χ(1)2

}∣∣∣∣ , min
C∈Cl(G),C*Z(G)

|C|

}
,

EC
W (χ) = max

{∣∣∣∣{C ∈ Cl(G) | o(g)o(g)0 -
|G|2

χ(1)2
or o(g)3 -

|G|3

χ(1)2
for all g ∈ C

}∣∣∣∣ , 1} .
Of course, the inequalities EG

Co(χ) ≥ EG
W (χ) and EC

Co(χ) ≥ EC
W (χ) always hold. Thus we use EC

Co( ), EG
Co( )

instead of EC
W ( ), EG

W ( ) for symmetric groups, for Suzuki groups and for Ree groups.
We know that Conjecture 3.6 is true for p-groups. In fact one can prove more.

Proposition 3.8 (P [44, Prop. 2.8]). If G is a p-group, then for every g ∈ G and for every
χ ∈ Irr(G), we have o(g) | |G|χ(1) . In particular, for every χ ∈ Irr(G), we have EC

W (χ) = 1 and
EG
W (χ) = minC∈Cl(G), C*Z(G) |C|.

For both nG(χ) and nC(χ) we have the following results on the above lower bounds. We checked the
examples with the help of the GAP system [48], see the used programs in [43].

Theorem 3.9 (P [44, Thm. 2.9]). For each ordered pair of the above estimates on conjugacy
classes {EC

Ch( ), EC
Ga( ), EC

W ( )} and group elements {EG
Ch( ), EG

Ga( ), EG
W ( )}, there exists a group

and an irreducible character of that group such that the first estimate is better than the second.
We demonstrate the result using the following diagrams:

EC
Ch( )

D8 (2) --

C5oC4

(20,3) (1)

��

EC
Ga( )

C3oQ8 (2)
mm

C7oC4 (2)

}}
EC
W ( )

D8 (2)

WW

D8 (2)

<<
EG
Ch( )

D8 (2) --

C3oC4 (2)

��

EG
Ga( )

D10 (1)
mm

D10 (1)

}}
EG
W ( )

D8 (2)

WW

D8 (2)

<<

Here, an arrow points to the estimate which is better on some irreducible character of the group corre-
sponding to it. We labelled the arrows with the smallest possible groups having suitable character. When
the semidirect product is not unique, we included the group ID of the GAP system. In brackets you can
find the size of the centre of the character. With this data, the group and set of suitable characters are
uniquely determined.
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3.1 Estimates for symmetric groups
Let consider the estimates of the previous section for symmetric groups.

Lemma 3.10 (P [44, Lem. 3.1]). Let χ be an irreducible character of the symmetric group Sn for
n ≥ 5. Then EG

Ga(χ) = χ(1)2 − 1. Thus nG(χ) ≥ χ(1)2 − 1.

Lemma 3.11 (P [44, Lem. 3.2]). Let χ ∈ Irr(Sn) be the character corresponding to the partition
λ. Then EC

Ch(χ) = 1 if and only if λ is not symmetric and χ is not linear, or n = 3 and χ is
corresponding to the partition (2, 1).

Lemma 3.12 (P [44, Lem. 3.4]). If χ is an irreducible character of Sn corresponding to a sym-
metric partition, then EC

Ch(χ) =
⌈
n−1
2

⌉
.

Lemma 3.13 (P [44, Lem. 3.5]). If χ ∈ Irr(Sn) and n ≥ 851, then EC
Ga(χ) ≤ 1.

Moreover, we have the following conjecture.

Conjecture 3.14 (P [44, Conj. 3.6]). Let χ be a non-linear irreducible character of a symmetric
group. The above defined EC

Ga(χ) is two exactly if χ corresponds to one of the following partitions:

(3, 12), (3, 2, 1), (3, 2, 12), (4, 2, 1), (4, 2, 12), (4, 22, 1), (4, 3, 12),

(4, 3, 2, 1), (4, 3, 2, 12), (5, 3, 2, 1), (5, 3, 2, 1, 1), (6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1).

In all other cases, EC
Ga(χ) is exactly 1.

Remark 3.15. Using results of McKay in [39], we can see that this conjecture is true if n ≤ 75. It
is easy to check (for example with the help of GAP [48]) that the conjecture holds for 2-part and 3-part
partitions. One can also prove by induction that the conjecture is true for hook-partitions. The conjecture
shows for symmetric groups that Gallagher’s estimate for conjugacy classes (EC

Ga( )) is not really better
than Burnside’s, see [26, Thm. 3.15].

Proposition 3.16 (P [44, Lem. 3.8]). 1. The minimal degrees of non-linear irreducible char-
acters of Sn are n− 1, if n > 4.

2. The minimal degrees of those non-linear irreducible characters of Sn which correspond to
symmetric partitions are at least 2n/4.

Corollary 3.17 (P [44, Cor. 3.9]). If χ is a non-linear, irreducible character of Sn for n > 4,
then EG

Ga(χ) ≥ (n−1)2−1 and, if χ corresponds to a symmetric partition, then EG
Ga(χλ) ≥ 2n/2−1

for n > 2.

Theorem 3.18 (P [44, Thm. 4.1]). For each ordered pair of elements of the set {EC
Ch, E

C
Ga, E

C
Co},

except for the pairs (EC
Ga, E

C
Co), (EC

Ga, E
C
Ch), and (EC

Ch, E
C
Co), there are infinitely many symmetric

groups having a non-linear, irreducible character, with the property that the first estimate is better
then the second. In the remaining cases, there are just finitely many symmetric groups with this
property.
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We illustrate the theorem in the following diagram.

EC
Ch( ) //

Sp+2 (p,12)

p>3 prime

��

EC
Ga( )

S2n+1 (n+1,1n), n>2
mm

Sp+2 (p,12)

p>3 p prime

}}
EC
Co( )

]] AA

The broken arrow notation means that there are just finitely many symmetric groups where either
EC
Ch(χ) > EC

Co(χ) or EC
Ga(χ) > EC

Ch(χ) or EC
Ga(χ) > EC

Co(χ) for some irreducible character χ.
However, there are infinitely many symmetric groups having an irreducible character χ such that
EC
Ch(χ) = EC

Ga(χ) = EC
Co(χ). For example, if n > 5 with n − 1 being not prime, and, if in addition χ

corresponds to the partition (n− 1, 1). In this case EC
Ch(χ) = EC

Ga(χ) = EC
Co(χ) = 1. In particular this

value is smaller than nC(χ).

Theorem 3.19. [P [44, Thm. 4.10]] For each ordered pair from {EG
Ch, E

G
Ga, E

G
Co} there are in-

finitely many groups, having an irreducible character, for which the second estimate is better then
the first, except for the pairs (EG

Ga, E
G
Ch), (EG

Co, E
G
Ch).

EG
Ch( )

S2n+1 (2n,1) n>4 --

Sp+2 (p,12)

p>3 prime

��

EG
Ga( )oo

Sp+2 (p,12)

p>3 prime

}}
EG
Co( )

]]

Sn (n−1,1) n−1>4

not prime

==

3.2 Estimates for Suzuki groups
Let G be a group isomorphic to Sz(q) for some q = 22n+1 = r2/2 and n ∈ N+. In the following we will
describe the character table of G. For this we need some more notation. Let us remind the reader that
the normalizers both of A1 = 〈y〉 and of A2 = 〈z〉 contain (at least) one element of order 4, denote them
by s1 and s2, respectively. We know that ys1 = yq and zs2 = zq. Thus we can consider an equivalence
relation ∼ generated by k ∼ kq both on Zq+r+1 and on Zq−r+1. We remark that q2 ≡ −1 mod q± r+ 1
and hence we can consider this equivalence relation as an equivalence relation on Zq2+1. In Zq+r+1 for
example, there are q+r

4 + 1 equivalence classes, these are {1}, {2, 2q,−2,−2q}, {3, 3q,−3,−3q}, . . . .

Theorem 3.20 (Suzuki[46, Thm. 13] and [37]). Let x, y, z, f and t be elements of G of order q− 1,
q + r + 1, q − r + 1, 4 and 2, respectively. Moreover ω, ζ and θ be primitive q − 1-st, q + r + 1-st and
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q − r + 1-st roots of unity, respectively. Then the character table of G is as follows:

1 xa yb zc t f f−1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
α q2 1 −1 −1 0 0 0
β1 r(q − 1)/2 0 1 −1 −r/2 ri/2 −ri/2
β2 r(q − 1)/2 0 1 −1 −r/2 −ri/2 ri/2
γj q2 + 1 ωja + ω−ja 0 0 1 1 1
δk (q − 1)(q − r + 1) 0 −ψbk 0 r − 1 −1 −1
ηl (q − 1)(q + r + 1) 0 0 −ψcl −r − 1 −1 −1

,

where a, j ∈ Z∗(q−2)/2, b, k ∈ Z∗q+r+1/ ∼, c, l ∈ Z∗q−r+1/ ∼, i is the imaginary unit and ψbk = ζkb + ζ−kb +

ζqkb + ζ−qkb, ψcl = θlc + θ−lc + θqlc + θ−qlc.

Proposition 3.21. Conjecture 3.6 holds for Suzuki groups, i.e. if χ(g) 6= 0 for some irreducible
character χ, then o(g) divides |G|

χ(1) . Furthermore the opposite direction also holds. Thus nG(χ) =

EG
Co(χ) and nC(χ) = EC

Co(χ).

Since G is a simple and non-Abelian group, we know that EC
Ch(χ) = 1 and EG

Ch(χ) = minC∈Cl(G) |C| =
(q2 + 1)(q − 1). Comparing the different estimates we get that not just EG

Co and EC
Co are strict, but in

one case EG
Ga is also strict. Let us remind the reader that by Theorem 3.14 the estimate EG

Ga(χ) is strict
if and only if |χ| takes only the values 0, 1, χ(1).

3.3 Estimates for Ree groups
Let G be a group isomorphic to R(q), for some q = 32n+1 = 3m2 and n ∈ N+. We are interested in the
character table of G (see [49]).

Let R, S, V , W , J be elements of order q−1
2 , q+1

4 , q− 3m+ 1, q+ 3m+ 1 and 2, respectively and let
X, Y , T be fixed elements in Z(P ), in P \ P ′ and in P ′ \ Z(P ), respectively.
The normalizers of 〈S〉, 〈V 〉 and 〈W 〉 contain (at least) one element of order 3 (Theorem 2.2), denote
them by hS , hV and hW , respectively. Since these subgroups are cyclic, there are integers NS ∈ Z(q+1)/4,
NV ∈ Zq−3m+1 andNW ∈ Zq+3m+1 such that ShS = SNS , V hV = V NV andWhW = WNW . The numbers
(q+ 1)/4, q− 3m+ 1 and q+ 3m+ 1 are pairwise coprime, so by the Chinese reminder Theorem we get
that there is N ∈ Z(q3+1)/4 such that N ≡ NS mod (q + 1)/4, N ≡ NV mod q − 3m + 1 and N ≡ NW
mod q + 3m+ 1.
We can consider an equivalence relation ∼ generated by s ∼ sN ∼ −s separately on Z(q+1)/4, Zq−3m+1

and Zq+3m+1 or at ones on Z(q3+1)/4. Since N3 ≡ 1 mod (q3 + 1)/4 = (q+ 1)(q− 3m+ 1)(q+ 3m+ 1)/4,
the equivalence classes for example on Z(q+1)/4 are {1}, {2,−2, 2N,−2N, 2N2,−2N2}, . . . .
Now we can present the conjugacy classes of G labelled by an element of it.

{1, {Ra}a∈A, {Cb}b∈B , {V c}c∈C , {W d}d∈D, X, Y, T, T−1, Y T, Y T−1,

JT, JT−1, {JRa}a∈A, {JkSb}k∈Z3,b∈B , J},

where A = Z∗(q−3)/4, B = Z∗(q+1)/4/ ∼, C = Z∗q−3m+1/ ∼ and finally D = Z∗q+3m+1/ ∼.

Let τ , ι, and σ± be primitive (q − 1)/2-th, (q + 1)/4-th and (q ± 3m+ 1)-th roots of unity. We will
index the families of exceptional characters by following collections of roots of unity: R = {τk}k∈Z∗

(q−3)/4
,

T = {ιk}k∈Z∗
(q+1)/4

/∼, T ′ = {ιk}k∈Z∗
(q−3)/8

, J = {(σ−)k}k∈Zq−3m+1/∼ and K = {(σ+)k}k∈Zq+3m+1/∼. The
elements of different collections generate different exceptional characters. Usually r, t, t′, j and k are
chosen from R, T , T ′, J and K, respectively.
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Theorem 3.22 (Ward [49]). Then the character table of G is

1 Ra Sb V c Wd X Y T T−1 Y T Y T−1 JT JT−1 JRa JkS
b J

ξ1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

ξ2 q2 − q + 1 1 3 0 0 1 − q 1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1

ξ3 q3 1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 q

ξ4 q(q2 − q − 1) 1 −3 0 0 q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 −q

ξ5 (q − 1)m
q+3m+1

2
0 1 −1 0 − q+m

2
m −m+im2√3

2
−m−im2√3

2
−m−im

√
3

2
−m+im

√
3

2
1−im

√
3

2
1+im

√
3

2
0 1 − q−1

2

ξ6 (q − 1)m
q−3m+1

2
0 −1 0 1

q−m
2

m −m+im2√3
2

−m−im2√3
2

−m−im
√

3
2

−m+im
√

3
2

−1+im
√

3
2

−1−im
√

3
2

0 −1
q−1
2

ξ7 (q − 1)m
q+3m+1

2
0 1 −1 0 − q+m

2
m −m−im2√3

2
−m+im2√3

2
−m+im

√
3

2
−m−im

√
3

2
1+im

√
3

2
1−im

√
3

2
0 1 − q−1

2

ξ8 (q − 1)m
q−3m+1

2
0 −1 0 1

q−m
2

m −m−im2√3
2

−m+im2√3
2

−m+im
√

3
2

−m−im
√

3
2

−1−im
√

3
2

−1+im
√

3
2

0 −1
q−1
2

ξ9 m(q2 − 1) 0 0 −1 1 −m −m −m + im2√3 −m − im2√3 m+im
√

3
2

m−im
√

3
2

0 0 0 0 0

ξ10 m(q2 − 1) 0 0 −1 1 −m −m −m − im2√3 −m + im2√3 m−im
√

3
2

m+im
√

3
2

0 0 0 0 0

ηr q3 + 1 ωr(a) 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ωr(a) 0 q + 1

η′r q3 + 1 ωr(a) 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −ωr(a) 0 −q − 1

ηt (q − 1)(q2 − q + 1) 0 −ψt(b) 0 0 2q − 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −3 −3 0 −ψt(b) 3q − 3

η
t′ (q − 1)(q2 − q + 1) 0 −ψt(b) 0 0 2q − 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 0 −ψ′

t′ (b) −q + 1

η
−
j

(q2 − 1)(q + 3m + 1) 0 0 −ψj(c) 0 −(q + 3m + 1) −1 −3m − 1 −3m − 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0

η
+
k

(q2 − 1)(q − 3m + 1) 0 0 0 −ψk(d) −(q − 3m + 1) −1 3m − 1 3m − 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0

,

where ωr(a) = ra + r−a, ψr(b) = rb + r−b + rbN + r−bN + rbN
2

+ r−bN
2

and ψ′r(b) = −rb − r−b − rbN − r−bN + rbN
2

+ r−bN
2

.
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Originally some parts of the above character table were not completely determined in [49]. For the
sake of competence in the thesis we gave a proof for these parts all other parts can be found in [49].

Proposition 3.23. Conjecture 3.6 holds for Ree groups, i.e. if χ(g) 6= 0 for some irreducible
character χ, then o(g) divides |G|

χ(1) . Furthermore EC
Co(χ) = nC(χ) and EG

Co(χ) = nG(χ) for χ ∈
Irr(G) \ {ξ4, ξ9, ξ10, ηt′η+j , η

−
k }.

Since G is a simple, non-Abelian group, we know that EC
Ch(χ) = 1 and EG

Ch(χ) = (q − 1)(q3 + 1) for
χ ∈ Irr(G) \ Lin(G). Using Mathematica programs [38] (the used program can be found in [43]) we
showed that

EC
Co(χ) > EC

Ga(χ) > EC
Ch(χ) and EG

Co(χ) > EG
Ga(χ) > EG

Ch(χ),

for every χ ∈ Irr(G).
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Chapter 4

Expansiveness

In this note we try to find character analogues of the results in [21]. For this we define n(α) to be
the number of irreducible constituents, counting without multiplicity, of a character α of G. So G is
character expansive if for any character α and any irreducible character χ we have n(α) ≤ n(αχ).

Our first observations on character expansive groups are the following.

Theorem 4.1 (Halasi, Maróti, P [20, Thm. 1.1]). For a character expansive group G we have
the following.

1. If G is solvable then it is abelian.

2. If G is almost simple then it is simple.

3. If G is quasisimple then it is simple.

Remark 4.2. Since symmetric groups are almost simple (n > 4), but not simple, such a symmetric
group can not be expansive.

The ideas of [21, Section 3] can directly be translated to this character context to prove the following.

Theorem 4.3 (Halasi, Maróti, P [20, Thm. 1.2]). Let G be a direct product of groups. Then
G is character expansive if and only if every direct factor of G is character expansive.

Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and the results on conjugacy classes above suggest us to consider the following.

Problem 4.4 (Halasi, Maróti, P [20, Prob. 1.3]). Is it true that a character expansive group is a
direct product of simple or abelian groups?

The converse of Problem 4.4 is false. For let n = k2 for some integer k at least 3. By [2, Theorem
5.6], there are four irreducible characters χ1, χ2 6= χ2, χ3 of An so that χ1χ2 = χ3 = χ1χ2. This
means that An cannot be character expansive for n = k2. Furthermore, for the same reason, none of the
sporadic simple groups Co1, Co2, Co3, Fi ′24, M, M12, M24, and Th can be character expansive. (Using
the Hungarian algorithm [33] it can be shown by computer that among the 138 non-abelian simple groups
in the Gap [48] library all other groups are character expansive.) Using [38] we also showed that Suzuki
groups and Ree groups are character expansive, the exact program codes can be found in [43].

Unfortunately we are unable to solve Problem 4.4. We can only show

Theorem 4.5 (Halasi, Maróti, P [20, Thm. 1.4]). A minimal counterexample to Problem 4.4
has a unique minimal normal subgroup and that is abelian and non-central.
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Let V be a finite faithful irreducible FG-module for some semisimple finite group G and prime field F .
For a complex linear character λ of V let IG(λ) be the stabilizer of λ in G and for a finite group H let
k(H) be the number of conjugacy classes of H. An affirmative answer to the following problem would
imply Problem 4.4.

Problem 4.6 (Halasi, Maróti, P [20, Prob. 1.5]). With the notations and assumption above, does
there exists λ ∈ Irr(V ) with k(IG(λ)) < k(G)?

Interestingly, Problem 4.6 seems to be close to the k(GV ) problem.

Theorem 4.7 (Halasi, Maróti, P [20, Thm. 1.6]). With the notations and assumption above,
Problem 4.6 has an affirmative solution if G is simple and (|G|, |V |) = 1, or if G is simple and
G = GL(V ).
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